Secrecy

A sorcerer in wax. A fugitive. Haunted by a past he cannot escape. Threatened by a future he
cannot imagine. Zummo, a Sicilian sculptor, is summoned by Cosimo III to join the Medici
court. Late seventeenth-century Florence is a hotbed of repression and hypocrisy. All forms of
pleasure are brutally punished, and the Grand Duke himself, a man for whom marriage has
been an exquisite torture, hides his pain beneath a show of excessive piety. The Grand Duke
asks Zummo to produce a life-size woman out of wax, an antidote to the French wife who
made him suffer so. As Zummo wrestles with this unique commission, he falls under the spell
of a woman whose elusiveness mirrors his own, but whose secrets are far more explosive.
Lurking in the wings is the poisonous Dominican priest, Stufa, who has it within his power to
destroy Zummo’s livelihood, if not his life. In this highly charged novel, Thomson brings
Florence to life in all its vibrant sensuality, while remaining entirely contemporary in his
exploration of the tensions between love and solitude, beauty and decay. When reality
becomes threatening, not to say unfathomable, survival strategies are tested to the limit.
Redemption is a possibility, but only if the agonies of death and separation can be transcended.
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In the new world order, any information or data will be public information. Now we have to
figure out how to live in a world without privacy.The secrecy of correspondence or literally
translated as secrecy of letters, is a fundamental legal principle enshrined in the constitutions
of several European Secrecy comes as instinctively to bureaucrats as dam-building does to
Secrecy is a source of power, he said, and nothing is so fanatically Secrecy (also called
clandestinity or furtiveness) is the practice of hiding information from certain individuals or
groups who do not have the need to know, perhaps while sharing it with other individuals.
That which is kept hidden is known as the secret.SECRECY NEWS (ISSN 1939-1986) is a
publication of the FAS Project on Government Secrecy. It provides informal coverage of new
developments in secrecy, Financial secrecy occurs when there is a refusal to share financial
information with legitimate authorities - for example, tax authorities and police
authorities.Pages in category Secrecy. The following 53 pages are in this category, out of 53
total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more).Definition of secrecy. plural
secrecies. 1 : the condition of being hidden or concealed. 2 : the habit or practice of keeping
secrets or maintaining privacy or concealment.secrecy. noun plural -cies. the state or quality of
being secret. the state of keeping something secret. the ability or tendency to keep things
secret.Swear to secrecy definition is - to promise to keep a secret. The Secret to Security — Is
Secrecy. In todays world, security is imperative for maintaining control of your belongings
whether physical or Secrecy. Annual Review of Anthropology. Vol. 43:53-69 (Volume
publication date October 2014) First published online as a Review in Advance on June
24, Ubersetzung fur secrecy in LEOs Englisch ? Deutsch Worterbuch. Mit Flexionstabellen,
Aussprache und vielem mehr.
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